Consequences of Spatial Sampling by a Human Photoreceptor Mosaic

Abstract. The short wavelength color mechanism in the human visual system can distinguish gratings from uniform fields of the same average radiance at spatial frequencies that are twice as high as the highest at which it can resolve bars in the grating. This discrimination above the resolution limit is associated with a splotchy or mottled appearance of the grating similar to two-dimensional noise. The most plausible explanation for the mottled pattern is that it is a moiré pattern produced by aliasing (spatial undersampling) by an irregular and sparse mosaic of short wavelength cones.

The design of imaging systems that discretely sample a continuous waveform is constrained by the problem of aliasing; if the sampling points are not close enough, high frequencies can masquerade in the reconstructed waveform as low frequencies (I). This constraint also applies to biological imaging systems: the mosaic of photoreceptors samples the retinal image. Indeed, there is behavioral evidence for aliasing by the regular ommatidial arrays in insect compound eyes (2). We now report evidence for aliasing in the human visual system when high-frequency gratings are seen via the mosaic of short wavelength [blue-sensitive (B)] cones.

Observers viewed a 10° violet grating superimposed on a 580-nm, 13.3° background intended to isolate the B mechanism (3). The axial chromatic aberration of the eye was compensated for by adjusting the optical distance of the violet grating relative to the fixed yellow background. Gratings were presented for 500 msec every third second. Between presentations, the grating was replaced by a uniform violet field that was coextensive with the grating and had the same average radiance. For each in a series of grating radiances, observers made two kinds of settings: they adjusted the grating spatial frequency until they could just detect the presence of bars in the target, and until they could just discriminate the grating from the uniform field that replaced it.

Consistent with the best earlier measures of B mechanism resolution (4), the acuity of two observers rose to about 10 and 14 cycle/deg (Fig. 1, A and B). At the highest radiances, one observer could distinguish between the grating and the uniform field at a spatial frequency of 23 cycle/deg and the other at 35 cycle/deg, more than twice the highest frequencies at which they could resolve bars. Similarly, a third, naive observer (not shown) could resolve bars up to 11 cycle/deg yet could distinguish gratings from uniform fields up to 25 cycle/deg. As spatial frequency was increased at high grating
radiances, observers reported that the bar pattern began to break up, giving way to a mottled or splotchy pattern resembling two-dimensional noise. This nonoriented pattern changed rapidly over time. At still higher frequencies, the mottled pattern disappeared and the exchange between grating and uniform field could not be detected.

This mottled pattern originates in the visual system, not in our apparatus. Observers reported that the splotchy pattern changed rapidly over time; yet the fields produced by the apparatus are static. Also, spectral sensitivity measurements show that the mottled pattern is confined to gratings seen via B cones (at least for spatial frequencies less than 35 cycle/deg, the highest used here). Figure 2 shows the highest spatial frequency that could be distinguished from the uniform field for various wavelengths of the exchanged fields superimposed on a fixed radiance background. The agreement among data for wavelengths of 500 nm and shorter, when plotted with \( \pi_3 \) equivalent units on the abscissa, suggests that the action spectrum for detection of the mottled pattern is that of the B mechanism (6). When the middle wavelength [green-sensitive (G)] mechanism intrudes as in the case of the 540-nm grating and uniform field, the splotchy pattern is not seen near the resolution limit; as spatial frequency increases, the last thing seen is the grating itself.

But the eye contains structures other than B cones that absorb short wavelengths, such as the dense network of retinal blood vessels; the mottled pattern could be a moiré pattern produced when a grating is imaged on them. Since the blood vessels lie in front of the photorecepticle layer, if they are responsible for the mottled pattern, it should be visible when a different cone mechanism than the B mechanism detects the stimulus. The detection mechanism can be shifted from the B mechanism to the G mechanism while keeping the grating wavelength fixed by changing the background from 580 to 420 nm. Unlike detection by the B mechanism, we found no intermediate frequency range in which the mottled pattern, but no bars, could be observed (Fig. 1C); this result tends to exclude hypotheses based on prerreceptoral filtering as well as apparatus artifacts. This conclusion is supplemented by the observation that the mottled pattern persists when a fixed 1° grating field, seen via B cones, falls within the avascular region of the central fovea (7) but still excites B cones surrounding the tritanopic area (8).

Though prerreceptoral explanations for this mottled pattern have been rejected experimentally, explanations based on postreceptoral mechanisms have not. However, evidence that the origin of the effect lies in the photoreceptor mosaic comes from analyses of its spatial sampling properties. Yellott has studied the sampling properties of cone mosaics, considering the three cone types together, with an optical transform technique (9). We have borrowed Yellott’s technique to analyze the primate B cone mosaic by itself (10).

The selective staining of B cones in the baboon (11) and in the monkey (10, 12) has revealed that the primate B cone mosaic is not a perfect lattice, though neither is it completely random (10, 13). Mosaics of this kind produce moiré patterns containing a broad range of spatial frequencies at all orientations, consistent with the nonoriented, mottled appearance of the pattern observed psychophysically. The B cone mosaic is expected to produce a moiré pattern containing the lowest spatial frequencies, and therefore the moiré pattern should be most visible when the spatial frequency of the grating is roughly the reciprocal of the average receptor spacing. Estimates of B cone spacing in the retinal region beneath the 10° grating (excluding the very center of the fovea) range from 3.5 minutes in baboon (11) to roughly 10 minutes estimated psychophysically in the human (14), implying that the moiré pattern would be most visible at frequencies in the range from about 6 to 17 cycle/deg. Observations of the mottled pattern suggest that it is most visible at about 8 to 10 cycle/deg, within the expected range. At grating frequencies that are much higher or lower than the reciprocal of the average receptor spacing, the expected moiré pattern contains energy only at high spatial frequencies, those perhaps too high to be resolved by postreceptoral mechanisms. This is consistent with the observation that the mottled pattern is not visible at very low and high grating frequencies. Furthermore, the moiré pattern is expected to change depending on the position of the grating relative to the mosaic; the observed mottled pattern changes rapidly over time, presumably as eye movements shift the retina relative to the image.

Once aliasing has crept into the visual system by photoreceptor undersampling, it is difficult to remove without removing the signal with it. For example, pooling receptor signals after the sampling pro-
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**Fig. 1.** (A) B mechanism acuity for observer M.M. Open circles represent the highest spatial frequency of a 420-nm grating at which the observer could resolve bars; closed circles represent the highest spatial frequency at which he could distinguish the grating from a uniform field of the same average radiance, as a function of radiance of the grating field. The grating was superimposed on a 580-nm background field. Error bars represent one standard error of the mean calculated from between-session variability. (B) B mechanism acuity for observer D.R.W. The grating and uniform field were 440 nm. (C) G mechanism acuity for D.R.W. The grating was superimposed on 10 log quanta deg\(^{-2}\)sec\(^{-1}\), 420-nm background instead of yellow background.
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**Fig. 2.** Highest spatial frequency at which the grating could be discriminated from a uniform field of equal space-averaged radiance as a function of grating radiance (expressed in units equated for Stiles’ \( \pi_3 \) mechanism). Different symbols represent different grating wavelengths, all superimposed on the same 580-nm background. Observer, D.R.W.
cess could selectively filter out the high spatial frequencies responsible for aliasing but not the low-frequency alias that they have already spawned. These high frequencies that are not themselves resolved can still leave a clue to their existence in the moiré patterns they produce. One solution to the aliasing problem is to remove the offending spatial frequencies from the image prior to the sampling process. Low-pass optical filtering tends to protect human foveal vision in this way (15). Yellott (9) has pointed out a second way the visual system copes with aliasing: the irregularity of the cone mosaic smears aliased energy into a broad range of spatial frequencies and orientations, making it less easy to detect. Though spatial vision through the B cone mosaic must also benefit from sampling irregularity, our experiments show that the spurious energy produced by photoreceptor undersampling in one’s own retinal mosaic can be visualized.
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Macroevolutionary Trends: New Perspectives on the Roles of Adaptation and Incidental Effect

Abstract. Trends, long-term directional tendencies in evolution, are traditionally interpreted as selected for and adaptive. Alternatively, trends may be unselected effects of characters and processes within species: the effect hypothesis. Thus adaptations of organisms, varying among species, were selected for immediate fitness, but they may also incidentally determine different speciation and extinction rates and trends.

A new concept of how the long-term patterns of evolution such as trends may come about, the effect hypothesis (1), focuses on a neglected potential of some characters and processes at genomic and organismal levels: the potential to determine differences among related lineages in net species increase. It suggests that differential species diversification and directional phenotypic trends in monophyletic groups (2) of sexually reproducing organisms may be nonrandom and yet not adaptive—that is, a particular trend need not be more adaptive, progressive, or successful than alternatives, although all evolution in component lineages may have been under the control of natural selection. In proposing direct upward causation (3) to deterministic sorting among species, and therefore to nonadaptive long-term patterns, the effect hypothesis differs from other models of macroevolution, such as the traditional synthetic concept (4), the species selection (5–8) and random (9) models, and the notion that trends are determined largely by intrinsically directed introduction of phenotypic variation (10).

Two aspects of trend evolution in monophyletic groups are (i) phenotypic divergence between early and late lineage end points and (ii) the differential increase in numbers of species. The net rate of increase in species in a monophyletic group R is \( S - E \), where \( S \) is speciation rate and \( E \) is extinction rate (6, 7); speciation refers only to lineage splitting. Mean divergence \( XY \) in particular characters may theoretically occur separately from or together with differential \( R \). Punctuated equilibria (5) introduced the notion of linking divergence and diversity, and to the extent that a punctuated pattern predominates in a phylogeny, we cannot extrapolate notions of directional evolution within species to explain a divergence trend. Rather divergence must depend on variation in \( S, E \), speciation direction, or permutations of them. The trend \( XY \) can result from a bias in the direction of speciation events (Fig. 1d) or an increase in \( R \) (Fig. 1h). In contrast, divergence trends evolved by “phyletic gradualism” (5) are not a function of \( S \) and \( E \) (Fig. 1c, d, and g). Punctuated equilibria forces us to consider not only the potential causes of origin and sorting of variation at the level of organismal phenotypes but also those among species. In the absence of a punctuated pattern we still need to explain differential species diversity.

Williams (11) suggested that adaptations of organisms, shaped by natural selection to perform particular functions, may have incidental effects that are not the direct consequence of selection. As explicitly argued (12) and generally accepted (13), speciation is usually an incidental consequence of the accumulation of genotypic and phenotypic differences between populations. To the extent that evolution is about the maintenance of adaptation (11), the environmental events that cause speciation may be seen as random accidents, the divergence away from a common fertilization system as disruption, relative to the existing adaptations in the parent species. Thus species are not adaptations, although the component organisms may be adapted, but effects (12, 14).

If species commonly result as effects of evolution at lower levels, then it is probable that differential \( S \) does as well. If there are characters of genomes and organisms that confer characteristic probabilities of speciation and if such characters in related species differ, then \( S \) will differ. Combinations of \( S \) and \( E \) may vary across a monophyletic group to cause trends toward higher \( R \) (Fig. 1, e–h). Suggestions of characters, adaptions, or others, which could potentially effect differential \( R \), focus on susceptibility to new genomic and phenotypic vari-
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